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ABSTRACT: Propylene oxide (PO) is a critical gateway chemical used in large-
scale production of plastics and many other compounds. In addition, PO is also
used in many smaller-scale applications that require lower PO concentrations and
volumes. These include its usage as a fumigant and disinfectant for food, a
sterilizer for medical equipment, as well as in producing modified food such as
starch and alginate. While PO is currently mostly produced in a large-scale
propylene epoxidation chemical process, due to its toxic nature and high transport
and storage costs, there is a strong incentive to develop PO production strategies
that are well-suited for smaller-scale on-site applications. In this contribution, we
designed a plasma−liquid interaction (PLI) catalytic process that uses only water
and C3H6 as reactants to form PO. We show that hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
generated in the interactions of water with plasma serves as a critical oxidizing
agent that can epoxidize C3H6 over a titanium silicate-1 (TS-1) catalyst dispersed
in a water solution with a carbon-based selectivity of more than 98%. As the activity of this plasma C3H6 epoxidation system is
limited by the rate of H2O2 production, strategies to improve H2O2 production were also investigated.
KEYWORDS: plasma chemistry, plasma−liquid interaction, propylene epoxidation, decentralized chemical production,
sustainable synthesis, hydrogen peroxide production

Propylene oxide (PO) is an important feedstock chemical
for production of various higher value chemicals and

materials.1,2 Conventional production of PO employs the
chlorohydrin process, which generates chlorine salt byproducts
and has a significant environmental footprint. Direct propylene
(C3H6) epoxidation using oxygen (O2) is a more desirable
pathway to PO. The direct process, however, has been
elusive.3−5 An alternative C3H6 epoxidation approach employs
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as an oxidizing agent. H2O2 is
formed from O2 and hydrogen (H2). Though the hydrogen
peroxide propylene epoxidation (HPPO) process generates
water as the only byproduct and exhibits high PO selectivity,2

the production of H2O2 relies on the energy-intensive and
environmentally challenging anthraquinone process, which
requires large-scale and centralized operation.6 While the
integration of the centralized H2O2 production and HPPO
process has its advantage in large-scale industrial production of
PO, there is also a significant need to develop chemical systems
that can generate PO on demand and at smaller scales. The
main drivers for a smaller-scale PO production schemes
include PO being used in many niche applications such as a
fumigant and disinfectant for food,7 a sterilizer for medical
equipment,8 as well as in forming modified food starch and
alginate,9 which do not necessarily require high volume and
concentrations of PO. The need for the smaller-scale PO
production routes is amplified by the very high toxicity of PO,
making it not suitable for transportation and long-term storage.

Low-temperature plasma−liquid interaction (PLI) systems
are an interesting new platform for chemical synthesis. These
systems have been proposed as potentially useful for
wastewater treatment,10 medical applications,11 and material
and chemical synthesis/processing.12−14 The interaction of
plasma with liquids leads to the production of highly reactive
oxidizing and reducing species, including free and solvated
electrons, photons, ions, and radicals at the plasma−liquid
interface.15 Furthermore, compared to electro- and photo-
catalytic systems, PLI can generate large fluxes of electrons
with higher energies (up to 10 eV) which can activate a wide
range of chemical transformations.15,16 As these PLI systems
only utilize gas-phase electrical discharge in contact with liquid
(most often water) at ambient conditions, they are ideally
suited for small-scale operations. Furthermore, the reliance on
electrical energy as the primary energy source allows these
processes to be easily coupled with renewable energy
sources.17
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It has been demonstrated recently that H2O2 can be formed
with relatively high efficiencies from water at plasma−water
interfaces in PLI systems.17−20 Herein, we designed a PLI
system that uses this plasma-generated H2O2 to epoxidize
C3H6 with very high PO selectivity in excess of 98%. The PLI
process employed titanium silicate-1 (TS-1) catalysts dispersed
in the water solution designed to contact the in situ produced
H2O2 with dissolved C3H6. We emphasize that the process
employs only water and C3H6 as reactants, and it does not
require a gaseous mixture of O2 and H2 to generate H2O2.

21−23

We also discussed the impact of different plasma parameters
on activity and selectivity for PO production. The presented
findings provide us with a path toward on-demand production
of PO from C3H6 and water, which can be useful in several
niche applications.

Figure 1a shows the plasma reactor used in the studies (refer
to Methods for experimental details). A pulsed, direct current

(DC) plasma discharge was generated by applying −2.4 kV to
the tungsten needle plasma electrode (cathode) with a pulse
width of 0.5 μs (frequency 1 kHz). The plasma electrode was
inserted into the gas dispersion tube connected to a He gas
inlet at a flow rate of 200 sccm. The aluminum wire
surrounding the outside of the gas dispersion tube served as
the ground electrode (anode) which makes direct electrical
contact with the 30 mL of water (water anode). The tungsten
needle and the aluminum wire were separated by a glass frit
with a pore size of 4.5−5 μm. The inert He gas fed into the gas
dispersion tube served as a purge gas through bubble
formations in the liquid for removing dissolved oxygen and
nitrogen species in water. Additionally, it served as a feed gas
for plasma discharge. Therefore, the plasma-carrying He gas

contacted the liquid by exiting the tube through a glass frit.
This process leads to the plasma-encapsulating bubble
formations within the liquid. It has been suggested to increase
the efficiency of the mass transfer of the plasma-generated
reactive species compared to typical microdischarge systems
owing to the enhanced plasma−liquid interfacial area.13,17,24

Figure 1b shows the representative voltage and current
waveforms measured at the plasma electrode at the initial stage
of the discharge. The data are consistent with a filamentation
of the atmospheric glow discharge which is expected at high
discharge currents when a metal needle electrode is used.25

The data show a classical feature of these types of plasma
systems: a fast rise and fall of the applied voltage (∼30 ns) that
leads to an evolution of displacement current at both edges of
the voltage rising and falling,26 as well as an increasing
discharge current. We note that these voltage and current
waveforms are independent of the presence of both the C3H6
reactant and the TS-1 catalyst (Figure S1).

During the high-power density plasma discharge, free
electrons are generated. These electrons can drive many
different chemical transformations and generate numerous
reactive species when interfaced with a liquid or liquid vapor at
the plasma−liquid interface.27 Figure 2 shows a sketch of a
plasma-encapsulating bubble. We also show well-established
chemical transformations, relevant for the H2O2 generation
under these plasma conditions.13,18 In plasma cathode/water
anode systems, free plasma electrons can react with water
vapors to form OH·. Depending on the energy of the free
electrons (1−10 eV), the formation of the OH· proceeds via a
water excitation reaction (H2O(g) + e−

(g) → H2O*(g) + e−
(g);

H2O*(g) + H2O(g) → H·(g) + OH·(g) + H2O(g)), a dissociative
attachment of a free electron to water (H2O(g) + e−

(g) → H−
(g)

+ OH·(g)), or via a direct ionization of water (H2O(g) + e−
(g) →

H·(g) + OH·(g) + e−
(g)).

13 It is generally agreed that H2O2(g) is
formed readily through the recombination of two OH·(g).28,29
The generated peroxide rapidly dissolves into the liquid phase
(H2O2(g) → H2O2(aq)). Alternatively, H2O2(aq) can be also
formed by the recombination of two dissolved OH·(aq), which
originates from the dissolution of the gas-phase OH·(g) or
dissociation of H2O(l) at the plasma−water interface.30 We
show below that this dissolved H2O2 can selectively oxidize
C3H6, resulting in the HPPO reaction (eq 1) to form PO. We
note that without engineering the reactive environment to use
it as an oxidizing agent, H2O2 molecules decompose to form
H2O and O2 or are consumed by a dissolved electron, e−

(aq)
(e−

(aq) + H2O2(aq) → OH−
(aq) + OH·(aq)).

+ +H O C H C H O H O2 2(aq) 3 6(aq)
TS 1

3 6 (aq) 2 (l) (1)

Propylene epoxidation was carried out in the reactor that
employed spherical TS-1 nanoparticulate catalysts dispersed in
DI water solution. C3H6 was constantly bubbled at a flow rate
of 200 sccm through the water solution that was loaded with
the TS-1 catalyst (Figure 1). The concentration of TS-1 in the
water solution was 4.5 mg/mL, which corresponded to the
maximum amount of TS-1 without noticeable solid precip-
itation. The spherical TS-1 nanoparticles, prepared by the
hydrothermal method,31,32 had an average diameter of around
200−300 nm based on scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image analysis (Figure S2a). The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
pattern showed a characteristic mordenite framework inverted
(MFI)-type zeolite structure with the main diffraction features
at 2θ = 7−9°, 23−25°, and 45° (Figure S2b).31 A strong UV−

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the plasma reactor setup (left) and photo
of plasma discharge in water (right). (b) Initial voltage and current
waveforms of a 0.5 μs pulsed discharge at a repetition rate of 1 kHz
(He flow rate: 200 sccm). Measurements of three different pulses are
shown. Solution condition: 4.5 mg/L TS-1 dispersed 30 mL
deionized (DI) water constantly bubbled with 4 sccm of C3H6.
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vis absorbance at <300 nm corresponds to the electron
excitations at the isolated Ti sites in the TS-1 zeolite
framework (Figure S2c).31,33 Furthermore, a characteristic
vibrational band at 960 cm−1 from the Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measurements is due to the
presence of Si−O−Ti bonds, which are characteristics of the
TS-1 materials (Figure S2d).31−33

PO is generated in the liquid phase, while a majority of it is
released into the gas phase. Data in Figure 3a show the
averaged production rate (in μmol gTS1

−1 h−1) of PO detected
in the gas phase as a function of time. The data were measured
by collecting the products released into the gas phase (see

Figure 1a) under a pulsed plasma condition every 24 min.
Liquid samples were also collected at t = 1.3, 2.5, and 5 h, and
the total product formation rate detected from both the gas
and liquid phases is plotted in Figure 3b. We note that the
considerable time required to reach the steady-state condition
is most likely due to a relatively larger reactor size compared to
the PO generation rate; i.e., the volumetric flux of plasma into
the reactor is small compared to the volume of the liquid in the
reactor. The data show that the PO selectivity is close to 100%
with very slow production of byproducts which included 1-
propanal, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol. These byproducts
can be formed by either isomerization of PO on the TS-1

Figure 2. Reaction pathways of the H2O2 generation at the DC plasma cathode/water anode interface.13,18 H2O* refers to the excited water.

Figure 3. (a) Averaged production rates of gas-phase PO from four trials. (b) Production rates of total (gas + liquid) PO (black filled circle) and
byproducts (black empty circle). The unreacted H2O2 (red) was also collected. H2O2 was also collected from the blank reaction (free of TS-1 and
C3H6 flow) (green). PO selectivity is shown as blue circle. The data were obtained at t = 1.3, 2.5, and 5 h. (c) Left panel: average plasma power is
plotted as a function of time, Right panel: remaining H2O2 detected after 5 h of reaction from blank (free of TS-1 and C3H6 flow) and HPPO
samples. (d,e) Gaseous gas chromatography (GC) raw spectra measured with (red) and without (blue) glass frit at t = 5 h. A GC spectrum before
plasma (black) is also plotted.
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catalyst or by the reaction of C3H6 in an aqueous environment
(Figure S4).34 We also observed that the TS-1 catalysts
exhibited a negligible change in morphology, crystallinity, and
characteristic local structure after 5 h of operation (Figure S5).

To show that PO was formed through reactions of the
plasma-generated H2O2 with C3H6 over TS-1 catalysts, we
measured the amount of remaining H2O2 and produced PO
with and without the TS-1 catalyst present in the solution
(Table 1) after 5 h of reaction. Data in Figure S6 and Table 1

show that without TS-1 (no TS-1), a negligible amount of PO
was produced and a significant amount of H2O2 remained in
the solution. By comparing the data for no TS-1 and blank (no
C3H6 and no TS-1) (Figure S6 and Table 1), it was found that
the presence of C3H6 did not affect the rate of H2O2
consumption; i.e., without TS-1, H2O2 does not convert
C3H6 to PO. Also, a negligible number of byproducts was
generated (Figure S7). The data also show that as the TS-1 is
introduced, the conversion of H2O2 reached 93% under steady-
state conditions. Under these conditions, 81% of consumed
H2O2 was utilized to form PO (eqs S4 and S5). We note that
the calculated H2O2 selectivity toward the PO production
represents a lower bound as the amount of produced H2O2
could be lower since the presence of TS-1 decreases the

average plasma power with time, and as we found out that over
time, the TS-1 catalyst was condensing and attaching to the
ground electrode and increasing the resistance (Figure 3c and
Figure S6c). This leads to a decrease in H2O2 production from
the no C3H6 sample compared to the blank sample (Table 1).
We also note that there was no obvious decomposition of
H2O2 on TS-1 (Table S1). The high conversion of H2O2
(Figure 3b) suggests that at the stated conditions, the system
operated in the regime in which the rate is limited by the rate
of the in situ generation of H2O2.

32,35

The data in Figure 3a,b and Table 1 show that under the
given set of conditions, C3H6 reacts to form PO with very high
selectivity. It is interesting to note that the selectivity to PO
was significantly suppressed when the glass frit was removed
(Figure 3d,e and Figure S8). Under these conditions, the rate
of generation of deep oxidation products (i.e., CO2) was
enhanced compared to the rate of PO production. We note
that the glass frit is essentially a high surface area,
semipermeable silica membrane. We hypothesized that OH·
reacted on silica surface which led to quenching of the radical36

while allowing the relatively longer lived species like H2O2 to
go through. It is well-established that OH· is a very strong
oxidant that readily reacts with alkenes, forming deep oxidation
products.37

Since the data above suggested that H2O2 is a limiting
reagent in the current system, we probed some strategies that
might improve the activity while maintaining the high
selectivity of C3H6 epoxidation. For example, it has been
shown that higher energy free electrons formed under an
increased applied voltage are expected to result in higher OH·
and H2O2 formation rates.38 Similarly, increasing the flow rates
of the plasma-carrying He gas should result in an increase in
plasma−liquid interfacial area, enabling more efficient mass
transfer of plasma-generated H2O2.

18 Led by these insights, we

Table 1. Total Produced PO and Remaining H2O2 after the
Five Hour HPPO and Additional Control Reactions

produced PO
(μmol)

remaining H2O2
(μmol)

PO selectivity
(%)

HPPO 115 11 98.4
no TS-1 (with C3H6) 2 148 63.6
no C3H6 (with TS-1) N/A 70 N/A
blank (No C3H6 and
TS-1)

N/A 153 N/A

Figure 4. Effect of (a) plasma voltage and (b) He flow rate on the rates of total (gas + liquid) PO production (red) and remaining H2O2 (blue).
PO selectivity (green) and total charge passed (pink) are also plotted. All data were obtained at the standard HPPO conditions with TS-1 catalyst
and propylene. The rate of H2O2 production (black) was also measured for the blank solution free of TS-1 and C3H6 flow (right panels). Standard
HPPO reaction conditions: solution (4.5 mg/L TS-1 dispersed 30 mL of DI water constantly bubbled with a 4 sccm of C3H6), plasma voltage
(−2.4 kV), pulse width (0.5 μs with 1 kHz frequency), and He flow rate (200 sccm). Reaction time: 2.5 h.
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analyzed the impact of plasma voltage and He flow rate on the
rate of total PO production (detected from both the liquid and
gas phases) and its selectivity (Figure 4). In each case, the
reaction was operated for 2.5 h, i.e., long enough for the system
to reach a steady state (Figure 3a). We note that this led to the
PO selectivity of the standard reaction conditions to 94%
(Figure 3b). The data in Figure 4a show that when the plasma
voltage was increased from −2.2 to −2.6 kV, the PO
production rate was also enhanced. Enhanced PO production
was in line with the observed increase in the H2O2 production
(Figure 4a right panel) under high applied voltage. We also
observed improved PO production rates by increasing the flow
rate from 100 to 400 sccm (Figure 4b). In both cases, high PO
selectivity was maintained with negligible change in the total
charge passed.

In summary, we designed a PLI catalytic process that uses
water and C3H6 as reactants to form PO. We show that H2O2
generated through the interactions of water with plasma
selectively oxidizes C3H6 to PO over TS-1 catalysts dispersed
in the water solution. We measured a carbon-based selectivity
of more than 98%. As the activity of the current plasma C3H6
epoxidation system is limited by the rate of H2O2 production,
strategies to improve H2O2 production were also investigated.

■ METHODS

Plasma Reactor Setup
The plasma jet used in this study is similar to the one reported
in the previous literature.39 The plasma was generated at the
tip of a tungsten needle electrode. A negative pulsed direct
current (DC) voltage was applied to the tungsten needle by a
DEI PVX-4110 high-voltage pulser. The tungsten needle was
connected to a Spellman SL10N300 DC power supply through
a 500 Ω resistor to limit the current in the discharge. The
repetition frequency (was set to 1 kHz) and pulse width were
set with a Tektronix AFG2021 Function generator. The needle
electrode was inserted into a gas dispersion tube (fine frit with
a pore size of 4.5−5 μm, Chemglass) in which the helium (He)
working gas was supplied through Cole Palmer mass flow
controllers at a flow rate of 200 sccm. The frit part of the gas
dispersion tube was surrounded by a 0.5 mm diameter
aluminum wire (Alfa Aesar) which was connected to earth
ground. The entire glass frit part was then immersed in 30 mL
of liquid in a custom-made round-bottom (RB) flask reactor.
Plasma is generated between the tungsten needle (cathode)
and the aluminum wire (anode), flows out through the glass
frit and diffuses into the liquid, forming bubbles. The voltage
(V) and current (I) profiles were monitored with a D-dot
sensor and a Pearson 2877 Rogowski coil connected to a
Tektronix DPO 2022B oscilloscope at the cathode side. The
obtained voltage and current were used to calculate the average
plasma power (Pavg).

=P W
T

V t I t t( )
1

( ) ( )d
T

avg
0 (2)

where T refers to the period (1000 μs) which refers to the
amount of time between the start of one pulse and the start of
the next.
Hydrogen Peroxide Propylene Epoxidation (HPPO)
The synthesized TS-1 was dispersed in DI water (4.5 mg/mL)
by sonication and 30 mL of this solution was added to the RB
flask reactor. The concentration of the TS-1 solution was
chosen by dispersing the maximum amount of TS-1 without

observing noticeable precipitation. The temperature of the
entire reactor was set to 30 °C by immersing it in a
temperature-controlled water bath. While 200 sccm of He gas
was bubbled through the gas dispersion tube, propylene
(C3H6) (99.9%, PurityPlus Gases) gas was fed into the TS-1
dispersed aqueous solution outside of the gas dispersion tube
with a flow rate of 4 sccm to saturate the solution. The
pressure of the inside of the gas dispersion tube was
maintained at 17.2 psi, while that of the outside aqueous
solution was maintained at 16.2 psi. This pressure difference
allowed the He gas to flow out of the tube, preventing the
backflow of the C3H6 gas. After 30 min of gas bubbling, the
plasma discharge was initiated by applying −2.4 kV to the
tungsten needle cathode with a pulse width of 0.5 μs
(frequency 1 kHz). The applied voltage and current were
recorded by an oscilloscope during the reaction. The solution
was continuously stirred throughout the entire reaction process
to increase the solution mixing and prevent TS-1 powder
catalysts to precipitate at the bottom. The outlet gases were
connected to the Agilent 7890B/5977A series gas chromato-
graph/mass selective detector (GC-MSD) system and were
analyzed every 24 min. The liquid samples were first filtered
through a 0.2 μm syringe filter (Whatman UNIFLO) and were
manually injected into the GC-MSD system. Quantification of
the products was based on the standard calibration curves
obtained from the standard chemicals. To analyze the effect of
different plasma parameters (i.e., plasma voltage and He flow
rate) on PO production and selectivity, the 2.5 h HPPO
reactions were repeated with changing parameters (plasma
voltage: −2.2, −2.4, and −2.6 kV; He flow rate: 100, 200, and
400 sccm) while monitoring the voltage and current with the
oscilloscope. The remaining H2O2 was also collected after the
reaction.
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